Type A
Traffic Separator
On P.C. or A.C. Pynt.

Section A-A

Section B-B

Section C-C

NOTES:

1. TRANSVERSE JOINTS IN CONCRETE TRAFFIC SEPARATORS AND TRANSITIONS TO MATCH JOINTS IN CONCRETE PAVEMENT AND TO BE OF SAME TYPE. OR MAXIMUM JOINTING OF 1/2" ON ASPHALT PAVEMENT.

2. CONCRETE HARDENS IN EXISTING CONCRETE OR AC PAVEMENT. DRILL HOLES 1 1/4" DIA AND EPOXY IN USUAL authentication. INCORPORATE MICRO-REINFORCEMENT "FIBERFLEX 300" OR APPROVED EQUAL. MIN. COMPRRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 3500 PSI AT 28 DAYS AND

3. CONCRETE SHALL BE COMMERCIAL OR APPROVED EQUAL. MIN. COMPRRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 3500 PSI AT 28 DAYS AND
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